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 Might conjure comparisons with the whole Sex and the town sphere and how that might appearance if it
were produced now.. But that is a good place to begin. And Richer in Wallet I'm a 60-something trying to
find my new style now that I'm in the winter of life. This book was interesting however, many of the "can't
live withouts" are "please live withouts" for girls my age. Also, the practicality of any middle class working
stiffs acquiring many of the developer labels shown are nil. Prada or consuming . My 14-year-old daughter
viewed The One 100 and then said she really wants to conserve up and buy maybe one piece every other
month or so, so she'll have an excellent collection when she gets out of high school. Yeah, in fact the non-
tech items may seem dated too. Choose one. Thank you Nina When on Project Runway, you usually look
stylish and chic so that it was wonderful to discover you'd written a reserve! The publication gave me some
what to think about and experienced the un intended effect of putting the most important thing in life into
perspective. happy shopping! If you're searching for a book to help you as you select some timeless, classic
items for your wardrobe, that is it. Minimalism is quite fashionable and trendy nowadays but I believe Nina
Garcia was onto this years ago when this book premiered. Instead of buying trendy parts that walk out style
very fast, invest in quality items that can last you a long time and never walk out design. Plus no hoarding
clothing that you will not wear and just result in a mess in your closet. The illustrations are magic!hmm The
thing is, there is a large amount of advice here that applies universally. The classics every female should
possess! The book is as good as I thought it might be.. Many have a sidebar called Style 101, which is a
short history of the merchandise, often with quotes. The fundamental guide to chic everything The best of
the best.The list is in alphabetical order (see below). Garcia also includes Fun Specifics, her own private
favorite brands, and several fashion tips. Great Moments in men's white t shirts include Audrey Hepburn
in Specifically fun are "Great Moments" segments.Roman Vacation, Elizabeth Taylor in Giant, Julia Roberts
in Pretty Girl and Uma Thurman in !The great thing concerning this book is how it elevates timeless quality
over of-the-moment fads.. Once again, as is the case with all Ms.Listed below are the chapters:A: A-line
Dress, Animal Print, Ankle Bootie, AviatorsB: Ballet Flat, Bangles, Belts, Bikini, BlackBerry, Black
Opaque Tights, Blazer, Boyfriend Cardigan, BroochC: Cable-Knit Sweater, Caftan, Camel Coating, Cape,
Cashmere Sweater, Charm Bracelet, Clutch, Cocktail Band, Converse, Cosmetics Bag, Cowboy Boots,
CuffD, E, F: Denim Jacket, Diamond Studs, Traveling Shoe, Espadrilles, Evening Dress, Exotic Skin Bag,
Fishnets, Frye Harness Boot, FurG, H, I: Gentlemen's Hat, Gloves, Havaianas, Hobo Bag, Hoop Earrings,
Investment Handbag, iPodJ, K, L: Denims, Jewelry Pouches, Khakis, Knee Boots, Leather Pants,
Underwear, Little Black Dress, Little White Dress, L. Could be fun to read and ponder how fashion has
changed during the past 10 years. Bean Tote, LuggageM, N, O: Mad Cash, Man's White Clothing, Mary
Janes, Minnetonka Moccasin, Missoni Knit, Monogrammed Stationery, Motorcycle Coat, Nail Polish, Aged
Concert T-Clothing, One-Piece SwimsuitP, Q, R: Pajamas, Peacoat, Pearl Necklace, Pencil Skirt, Perfume,
Ordinary White Tee, Polo T-shirt, Pucci, Push-Up Bra, Quality Champagne, Red Lipstick, RobeS: Safari
Coat, Sandals, Sarong, Signet Band, Silk Scarf, Slippers, Spanx, Declaration Necklace, Stilettos, Striped
Sailor T-shirt, Match, SunhatT, U, V: Trench, Turquoise and Coral Jewelry, Tuxedo Jacket, Umbrella,
Underwear, Valid Passport, Vans, VintageW, Y, Z: Watch, Wayfarers, Wellington Boot, Wide-Leg
Trousers, Wrap Dress, Yoga Gear, Zippered Hoodie For if you want to reflect on what's been put into the set
of staples in the past decade however, not as a current guidebook.! Yes, it really is dated, but maybe only in
matters relating to tech, vis a vis phones and music listening devices. Who could foresee the comeback of
visible headphones? Garcia isn't guilty of being shortsighted, she simply wrote of what she felt at that time.
Anyway, that is only a small section of the list. The 100 items include items that any magazine devotee
could have seen cited again and again so there is no new information here but it's fun. Definitely isn't a guide
of what things to gather together, more like a summation of all the standards of "uptown" and aspirational
fashion prevalent in the 00's..L.For the Younger at Heart . The entire edicts about fashion classics still
virtually hold up, I believe, so buy if you just like collecting comprehensive viewpoints on what to wear



however, not as a definitive instruction. Oh! Occurred if you ask me... Still well worth reading. Sweatpants
are firmly right here and will be as chic as anything! Good Style Guide A handy guidebook to the 100 items
every woman must have in her wardrobe (or ladies handbag). This list not merely includes clothes, but also
accessories, sneakers, the Crackberry, the iPod, sunglasses, various kinds of hats, makeup, skincare,
underwear, and prints, patterns and colours relating to planning your look. Ms. Garcia provides resources
where one can find the things she mentions, at both designer and budget price factors. She recommends
spending the money for a really good quality item that will last you a long time and remain current, and
keeping on trendier items or items that are not meant to last that long.The book is divided up by letters of the
alphabet, generally three at the same time. If a publication can transfer that sort of advice to teens, I'm all for
it! Garcia's books, the lavish illustrations were carried out by Ruben Toledo, and they are fabulous. Good
starting place, not gospel There are things on her behalf list that may look great on others but are impractical
rather than my style. For example, I would by no means be able to pull off wearing cowboy boots and would
be uncomfortable in them. Four Stars Excellent ! The writer said in the book that one should have their very
own style and not copy her list of 100 without regard to who you are. I found this entertaining and
informative. Perfect! happy purchasing! The assistance is well- taken. The writing is engaging, witty and
fun. A wonderful little publication. Each listing includes a description and full-color illustration of the item.
I’m one place." This publication delivers. Buy it, present it, don’t end up being without it Get fabulous!
Great resource to let go and move up however you like. Thank you. Style... Classic advice The subhead
reads "HELPFUL INFORMATION to the Pieces Every Stylish Woman Must Own. It's an excellent help to
the fashion hopeless! the positioning on pajamas is kind of quaint now. Gave me lots to think about. So the
gist of it really is: be confident, spend money on classic parts (her list), try new things, understand good fit,
hire a good tailor, spending a lot of money on labels and getting ultra trendy doesn't equivalent style, toss
out aged or ill fitting stuff, understand yourself well and stepping out of the safe place doesn't mean wearing
unflattering or unpleasant things. There are a few exceptions, like getting Hanes' tee-shirts.Pulp Fiction. This
is a good read in order to fantasize about big ticket fashion or in order to take a look back at Garcia's lofty
viewpoint by 2009. Author Garcia makes it clear that this list is definitely HER list, and that every woman
will have a relatively different collection of apparel essentials. Four Stars Beautifully laid out, fun
illustrations with cool anecdotes and stories from the fashion front. But there are some things that just don't
translate to old women or heavier females.!! Amazing book! As a fashion pupil, I was very thinking about
seeing what another people perspective is on essential fashion. This reserve was brilliant!
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